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I.     INTRODUCTION 

With over 70 million active users of Facebook.com, 

organizations are seeking to tap into the relationship 

development potential these sites offer. In April 

2006, Facebook opened its registration process to 

organizations, and more than 4000 organizations 

joined within a fortnight (Facebook, 2008). With an 

average of 250,000 people registering to utilize 

Facebook circadianly, organizations cannot ignore 

the gregarious networking phenomenon. Public 

cognations-oriented blogs and trade publications 

have promoted these sites as relationship building 

implements (e.g., Dugan, 2007; Gregarious 

Networking, 2008), but little is kenned about how 

these organizations are utilizing these sites to 

cultivate relationships with their publics. 

Relationshipsarethefoundationforsocialnetworkings

ites.Thoughnohandbookcurrentlyexiststohelpanorga

nization manage their convivial media presence, 

anterior research on online relationship 

development offers insights into how gregarious 

networking sights should be habituated to foster 

relationship magnification. The purport of this 

study is to examine how nonprofit organizations use 

Facebook to engage their stakeholders and foster 

relationship magnification. 

 

 

 

 

 

II.    REASON AND PATTERN OF FACEBOOK 

 

The students were found to be utilizing facebook 

mainly to remain in contact with their family and 

friends (32 %), to get news updates (26 %) and to 

spend leisure time (24 %) (Fig. 1). However, only a 

few students (5 %) admitted to utilizing facebook 

for academic purport. Table 1 describes the pattern 

of facebook utilization. A majority of students 

(84.1 %) accessed facebook on a quotidian 

substructure while 44.9 % of them spent less than 1 

h daily on facebook. One-fourth of the students 

accepted indulging in facebook until tardy night 

frequently, while 61.5 % admitted to doing so 

infrequently. The utilization of mobile contrivances 

was more mundane (76.5 %) among the participants 

than desktop/laptop for facebook use. A majority of 

students (54.6 %) conventionally accessed facebook 

while at their hostel. Among the majority of 

participants (52.7 %) the bedroom at the student’s 

abode was the favorite place to access facebook, 

while 29.4 % of students utilized the library at 

college for surfing facebook. Interestingly, 4.2 % of 

the students admitted to accessing facebook during 

lecture sessions, while most of the participants 

(51.5 %) additionally accessed facebook in other 

locations (like playground, corridor etc.) which 

were not mentioned in the list of locations in the 

questionnaire. 
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III. ACADEMIC USE OF FACEBOOK AND 

ITS IMPACT ON  STUDY 

A limited number of students (10.8 %) admitted 

to receiving relevant information for their studies 

directly from facebook. Conversely, 80.8 % of 

students acknowledged receiving academic 

materials from other students via facebook. 

However, 67.5 % of participants noted that the 

facebook had a negative effect on their studies. 

 

. 

Fig. Overall negative impact of facebook in 

stidies. 

 

IV. SOCIAL,PSYCHOLOGICAL AND 

HEALTH EFFECT OF FACEBOOK 

A majority of the students (66.4 %) socialized more 

actively in real life situation than in facebook 

(Table 1). Some students (17.5 %) indicated that 

facebook was a source of inspiration and motivation 

for them. The study also revealed that 86.7 % of 

users indicated that they were annoyed when 

anyone disturbed them during facebook use. 

Among the respondents, 13.5 % reported that their 

friends and family frequently complained about the 

amount of time spent on facebook while 24.3 % of 

participants in the study admitted that they found it 

difficult to not log onto facebook during the course 

of an entire day. Most of the students (76.8 %) 

believed that facebook had negatively affected their 

health and behaviour. The adverse health effects 

experienced by the participants were burning eyes 

(21 %), followed by disturbed sleep (19 %), 

headache (16 %), and others . A majority (71.4 %) 

of the students admitted to making efforts to reduce 

their duration of facebook use and to instead use the 

time for the academic and creative purposes 

(16.2 %). Among these participants, 68.7 % were 

successful at reducing the amount of facebook use 

to pursue their academic goals. 

 
Table 1. Overall negative effect of facebook on 

health and behaviour. 

 

V.    DISCUSSION 

This study demonstrated the widespread use of 

facebook among 98 % of the health science 

students in a medical college of Nepal. This was 

found to be similar in comparison, to studies 

conducted in different countries [12–14] on the 

same subject. In addition to ease of connecting with 

friends or family, facebook’s news updates in a 

variety of different categories (sports, politics, 

education, health etc.) encourages its users to spend 

even more of their leisure time on the site. The 

increasing availability of Wi-Fi (wireless fidelity), 

portable devices, and the popularity of facebook 

itself, might have also contributed to facebook use 

among this population. According to Hew KF [2], 

facebook has very little educational value and the 

participants mainly used facebook to keep in 

contact with the known individuals which were 

found to be concurring with this study. Moreover, 

this study also demonstrated that only 5 % of 

participants used facebook for academic purpose, 

while other studies conducted by Raacke et al. [15] 

and Gray et al. [13] reported academic use to be 

higher (10.9 and 25.5 % respectively). This 

difference could be due to academic culture and 
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varied institutional policies on the use of internet in 

these institutions. While one-fourth of users in this 

study were found to be accessing facebook during 

leisure time, when accessed regularly, there is 

potential risk for developing addictive behaviours, 

through the development of poor self-discipline and 

task avoidance [16]. 

A dominant part of the understudies got to facebook 

on regular routine, in higher numbers than 

comparable past examinations [13, 17]. The greater 

part of the understudies invested energy in facebook 

by and large, under 1– 2 hr day by day, which was 

regular with the discoveries announced by others 

[18, 19]. A greater part of members in this 

examination concurred that they were on facebook 

until late during the evening (61.5 %). A 

comparable finding was acquired by Farooqi et al. 

among the understudies of Dow University in 

Pakistan [20]. Youthful KS found that the college 

understudies' rest designs were upset due to 

facebook utilize late during the evening, prompting 

exhaustion and weakened scholarly execution [21]. 

This investigation likewise upheld the discoveries 

of past examinations [6, 17] that the greater part of 

understudies got to facebook utilizing cell phones. 

This specific strategy for getting to facebook could 

be because of expanded accessibility of web get to 

and more current variants of working frameworks 

on cell phones that help facebook utilize. 

Like the past investigations [2, 6, 22], few 

understudies detailed that pertinent scholastic data 

was open through the facebook. Most of the 

members felt that they could gain scholarly help 

from other facebook clients to some degree, which 

was higher than a past report led by Gafni and Deri 

[6]. Facebook takes into consideration fast, simple 

access, and quick cooperation among understudies 

and their instructors. This utilization of facebook 

can encourage fast interview and spread of address 

notes, earlier exam data, and other data, 

considerably more rapidly than utilizing customary 

techniques for learning. Thus, facebook has been 

observed to be viable in getting data rapidly from 

others, sparing time, and cash [6]. In any case, Hew 

[2] looked into that lone a negligible number of 

facebook clients really requested help from 

facebook companions, while the vast majority of 

the understudies favored examining their own life 

over their examinations. In this way, investing 

energy in facebook may essentially trade off an 

understudy's scholastic achievement. In this 

investigation, 67.5 % of the clients conceded that 

facebook contrarily influenced their examinations, 

which was higher than the finding of a past report 

by Farooqi et al. [20].  

The information from past examinations plainly 

demonstrated that the over the top utilization of 

online networking, bargains real live social 

connection and scholarly achievements. It might 

likewise be related with relationship issues, 

individual forlornness, and sadness [23, 24]. We 

found that little populace (8.6 %) invested more 

energy in facebook than live cooperations with 

others, not at all like the outcome acquired by the 

past investigation [20]. In any case, 17.4 % of 

members showed that facebook was a wellspring of 

motivation and inspiration for them. This is steady 

with the discoveries of Farooqi et al. who watched 

that numerous understudies conceded that 

intemperate facebook utilize had destroyed their 

social life, making them invest less energy with 

their friends and family [20]. Also, the specialists at 

the University of Southern California revealed that 

an expanding number of individuals, confessed to 

investing less energy with their relatives as 

aftereffect of over the top utilization of the web, 

including long range informal communication 

destinations [25]. 

Youngsters have an expanded propensity to create 

added substance conduct with facebook utilize. Be 

that as it may, they are normally ignorant of this 

added substance conduct [20]. In this examination, 

one-fourth of the clients thought that it was hard to 

spend a whole day without getting to facebook. 

Half of them whined of feeling bothered when they 

were irritated while utilizing facebook, which was 

reliable with the discoveries of past examinations 

[17, 20]. The greater part of the members got 

protestations from their family or companions about 

the measure of time they spent on facebook. As 

these are a portion of the key segments in deciding 

the facebook habit as per 'Bergen Facebook 
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Addiction Scale (BFAS)' [26], this backings the 

hypothesis that these members perhaps have some 

level of facebook compulsion. Sharifah et al. 

distinguished the negative behavioral results of 

interpersonal interaction as: hyperactivity, 

consideration shortfall, discouragement, and multi-

entrusting lunacy [27]. Hence, legitimate instruction 

in regards to the utilization of web-based social 

networking is required.  

Similarly as with some other innovation facebook 

isn't special for evoking both positive and negative 

impacts on its clients. Past investigations have 

demonstrated antagonistic impacts like PC utilize, 

for example, cerebral pain, spinal pain, weight 

change, and eye issues [17, 28]. Of those detailed 

by the clients in this investigation, consuming eyes, 

aggravated rest, and migraine were the most well-

known announced antagonistic wellbeing impacts. 

Then again, 23.2 % of members denied 

encountering any antagonistic impacts. Sierra et al. 

expressed that both amount and nature of rest may 

emphatically impact state of mind [29] and 

subjective prosperity, which thusly could affect the 

scholastic execution [21, 30] of the understudies 

who utilize facebook late around evening time and 

don't take into account adequate rest. Al-Dubai et 

al. had plainly demonstrated a critical relationship 

between facebook utilize, its antagonistic wellbeing 

impacts, and unfortunate conduct. They have 

suggested that higher instructive establishments 

ought to make mindfulness and more secure 

practices for their understudies. Also, they have 

supported standard wellbeing screening of 

understudies to maintain a strategic distance from 

the conceivable wellbeing results due to facebook 

utilize [31].  

In spite of the fact that a larger part of understudies 

(71.5 %) guaranteed that they attempted to decrease 

their opportunity spent on facebook, one-fourth of 

them were not fruitful demonstrating added 

substance conduct, steady with the outcome found 

by Farooqi et al. [20]. It merits saying that the 

understudies were eager to contribute a greater 

amount of their opportunity on their investigations 

instead of on facebook. Additionally thinks about in 

a substantial populace may uncover the variables 

related with positive and negative effects of 

facebook use among the wellbeing science 

understudies.  

Since data innovation is quickly developing, 

famous informal organizations like facebook, could 

be utilized by the instructive establishments for 

scholastic purposes, for example, transferring 

information and sharing instructive materials. It is 

likely that more understudies will utilize social 

destinations like facebook in future, as more 

alluring highlights are offered to their clients. This 

will without a doubt influence the understudies' 

learning procedure and affect their wellbeing and 

individual life. In this manner, new methodologies 

and devices should be created for assessing the 

facebook utilize and its outcomes among 

students.excessive utilize, particularly among the 

understudy populace.  

VI.  CONSTRAINT OF THE STUDY  

Since this is a cross-sectional investigation directed 

in a solitary therapeutic school in Nepal, this 

examination won't not be illustrative of all 

wellbeing science understudies. We trust that 

comparative examinations are vital in investigating 

and understanding the acts of facebook and other 

online networking use alongside its outcomes. The 

consequences of this investigation uncovered that 

the medical issues were common in facebook 

clients. In any case, the particular reason and 

impacts could be better settled through further 

examinations. Future research could be intended to 

investigate the impacts of unreasonable utilization 

of various online networking among understudies in 

various scholarly projects.  

VII.    STRATEGY 

To decide how nonprofit associations were utilizing 

Facebook, a substance examination of 275 

haphazardly tested legitimately consolidated 

nonprofit associations' profiles was led. The 

exploration group expelled almost one-fourth of the 

underlying associations decided for the example 

since they were classified as nonprofit despite the 

fact that they were understudy run associations 
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instead of legitimately consolidated nonprofits. 

These associations were supplanted by genuine 

nonprofits to keep up the specimen measure. 

Preceding coding, the exploration group looked into 

exchange distributions and insightful writing on 

how associations utilized the 

Internetandsocialnetworkingsitestoadvancetheirorga

nizations.Theresearcherscreatedalistof30itemsexpec

tedtobe show. In the wake of checking on 15 

profiles amid an instructional course, an extra 11 

factors were identified and included in the 

codebook to evaluate how nonprofits used 

Facebook. 

Theprofileswereevaluatedforthepresenceofitemsrepr

esentingorganizationaldisclosure,informationdissem

ination, and involvement. For disclosure, the 

research team determined whether the following 

items were present: a description of the 

organization’s programs and services, an 

organizational history, the mission statement, the 

organization’s Web site, the logo, and a listing of 

the administrators of the profile. Information 

dissemination was evaluated by determining 

whether links to news items, photographs, video 

and audio files, posted announcements, and links to 

press releases and campaign summaries were 

posted. Providing methods to contact, donate, and 

volunteer for the organization were examples of the 

itemsusedtomeasureinvolvementalongwiththeuseof

messageboards,provisionofanorganizationalcalenda

rofevents, and the presence of an e-commerce store. 

VIII.   RESULTS 

The specimen of nonprofits in this investigation 

included 34 expressions and humanities 

associations, 50 instructive associations, 47 

medicinal services associations, 39 human 

administration associations, 89 open/society benefit 

associations, and 16 religious associations. The 

examined associations have a mean of 193 

supporters (sd=547.71) however bolster changes 

from a high of 6062 individuals to a low of one. 

The first investigate question tried to decide how 

the nonprofit associations on Facebook actualized 

exposure, data dispersal, and contribution into their 

informal communication site profiles. As appeared 

in Table 1, nonprofit associations comprehended the 

significance of revelation in their profiles. Almost 

the greater part of the associations recorded the 

executives of their Facebook profiles (97%) and 

gave a portrayal of the association (96%). Just 81% 

of the associations connected 

backtotheirWebsitefromtheirFacebookprofile,and71

%usedtheorganizationallogoonFacebook.Fewerthan

half(43%) of associations gave the statement of 

purpose of the association, and short of what one-

quarter (22%) gave a past filled with the 

association. Nonprofit associations did not utilize 

Facebook to disperse hierarchical news. The 

regularly utilized message 

disseminationstrategywastousethediscussionboards

onFacebook(74%).Oftheremainingsevenitemsmeas

uringdissemination, just two – posting photos 

(56%) and giving connects to outside news stories 

(54%) – were utilized by the greater part of the 

specimen. In spite of the fact that 44% of the 

associations posted news declarations on their 

Facebook profiles, not very many exploited the 

sight and sound abilities of the Internet. About one-

quarter (24%) transferred video files to their 

profiles, and just 1% transferred mp3, .wav, or 

different sorts of sound files. Associations neglected 

to promote their advertising endeavors—just 20% 

gave synopses of their battles and 5% presented 

hierarchical official statements on their profiles. 

Tobetterunderstandthemessagedisseminationstrategi

es,meanswerecalculatedtodeterminehowoftenthesest

rategies were utilized by the nonprofit associations. 

Associations gave more photos (m=24.07, 

sd=48.89) than some other methodology, however 

they additionally had numerous discourse board 

points (m=4.32, sd=9.16), posted announcements 

(m=4.27, 

sd=7.52),videos(m=3.41,sd=20.64),andaudiofiles(m

=1.25,sd=0.5).Examiningthediscussionboards,itisim

portantto. 

IX.    CONCLUSIONS 

Christ (2005) prognosticated that gregarious 

networking sites would coerce public cognations 

practitioners to rethink how they approach 

relationship development with their stakeholders. 

Practitioners have been exploring the interactive 

elements of convivial networking and experiencing 

benefits for their organizations. This study found 
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that albeit nonprofits are open 

andtransparentwiththeirFacebookprofiles,theyarenot

usingthesitestotheirfullpotentialtoinformothersandg

etthem involved with organizational activities. 

Thoughthefindingsindicatethatnonprofitsneedtodom

oretoenhancetheirinformationdisseminationandinvo

lvement 

strategies,itshouldbenotedthatonly275nonprofitswer

eexamined.Thesamplealsoconsistedprimarilyoforga

nizations in the Cumulated States, so nonprofit 

organizations may use gregarious networking sites 

differently in other countries. Adscititiously, this 

study only examined Facebook. It did not examine 

other popular convivial networking sites, such as 

MySpace, Bebo, Hi5, or Friendster. 

Conclusively,themostimportantlimitationthatthisstu

dyfacedwasinassessingtheeffectivenessofFacebooka

sarelationship building implement. Public 

cognations scholarship has discussed relationship 

development on traditional Web sites and blogs, but 

little research has been published on gregarious 

networking sites. Ergo, the concepts quantified in 

this study were largely engendered from trade 

publications and practitioner-oriented blogs rather 

than theoretical constructs though they represent 

strategies discussed in precedent research (Kent & 

Taylor, 1998). 

Theselimitationsdonotunderminetheimportanceofth

eresearch,buttheygiveideasforfutureresearch.Existin

gscales from relationship management strategies 

and the dialogic loop should be modified to be 

applied to gregarious networking sites. 

Longitudinal studies could offer insights into how 

organizations transmute their gregarious 

networking strategies over time, and case studies 

should be conducted to avail offer insights for other 

organizations predicated on efforts that have both 

prospered and failed. 
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